Client Endorsements

CHATA ROMANO
We are very proud to showcase a small selection from the
thousands of endorsements Chata has received from the 500
blue-chip companies she has presented to, the 175,000 individuals
she has consulted with and the dynamic team of
consultants she has trained.

"I didn't believe that it was possible to become the
persona I wanted to be until I saw Chata's 1980 hippos,
rhino and menagerie make the transition to the year 2000 as gazelles! I
am still overawed at the sensual self-confident women that Chata unfailingly reveals with every makeover she does." ~ Samantha Jones
“You have saved my life. I am a busy mom of an active teen and an
even more active toddler, with no time for myself. You have given me
hope in the last 2 hours… thank you so very very very much!”
~ Tersia Greyling
You have made such a difference to my life. People I haven’t seen for
ages were stunned to see the difference in me. I love you Chata, you are
my hero.” ~ Jennifer Nortje
"I find it difficult to put into words the impact you have had on me - it was
the best investment ever! In the past seven years I have grown from a
stunning bride to an overweight mother of three and felt like I had
ceased to exist. A friend told me I needed to attend one of your consultations for an injection of confidence. It, quite simply, bowled me over. I
have since resigned from my job and started my own business. I have
not lost all the weight I intended to, but I have really emerged like a
butterfly from a cocoon. I need you to understand what courage and
devotion it took, but I was determined. Thank you for being the invisible
friend in my life. I am still not at the end of my destiny but through the
constant motivation I receive in your books and workshops I know I will
eventually taste sweet success." ~ Hanlie Delport
"I am increasingly gaining confidence as I realize that the trick is not to
have the 'perfect body/face' but to use the correct clothing/make-up to
make the best of what you have. Thank you for showing us 'real women'
in your books, it is incredibly empowering and exciting!!!"
~ Joanne Mason

“Couldn't put your
books down! I read till
2 am and was awake
again at 6 am in order to
gain more ideas before
breakfast.”
~ Anita Jennings
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“Thank you for changing my life.
I feel good about myself for the first
time in years.”
~ Anfuza Roux
"Your enthusiasm is contagious!" ~ Marlize de Villiers
"You are an inspiration. My consultation was the best investment that
I've ever made." ~ Pat Bouwer
"We only discovered your wonderful books when the third title reached
our newsstands. We would like to collect our very own complete reference library of "CHATA ROMANO', please could we have more!"
~ Rozanne Deysel and Rheda Vreken
“I’ve just come to understand how I was totally showing the wrong
impression of myself to the world. I can just see a new me emerging
after today. Thank you so much.” ~ Staphne Davidson
“Fantastic – highly recommended. Received this workshop as a gift –
must say one of the best gifts I’ve received! Will certainly become a
regular at these workshops!” ~ Lilian Ramathan
“When Chata opens her mouth you listen. You want more. And more
and more. Two hours are too short! You go to her workshop because
you know you will walk out there thinking smart… being smart! And have
oodles more confidence (it happened to me). Chata is the smartest,
brightest, and most beautiful woman I have met and her "double" sense
of humour is awesome. I have been saving since the beginning of January (in a custard jar) because I am so looking forward to her next workshop. Chata gives you what you want to hear, and what you want to see,
whether you are 16 or 60!” ~ Ann le Roux
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“Chata, your honesty about yourself
really impressed me because nobody
is perfect but we all have potential!
Thank you!”
~ Adre Nieuwoudt
”I loved the workshop. It just made me realize how cruel I have been to my figure and appearance.
What you have shown me today has changed me on the inside and it definitely will on the outside.”
~ Bianca Mutsakani
“Excellent. Chata is so passionate about what she talks about and inspiring.” - Simmi Bassudev
“I’ve been a fan of Chata Romano since 1999 when my mom bought me your book for my 16th birthday. You are a truly beautiful inspirational lady! May god bless you in the years to come. Thank you for
making ladies feel like fabulous ladies.” ~ Lynette Serfontein
“I have been admiring Chata in magazines since 1992. Thank you for the privilege to see you in
person and attend a workshop. Thank you for the best day.” ~ Sheila Palmer
“Just amazing how one can become a butterfly”. ~ Jane Roberts
“Workshop was lovely! I totally enjoyed it. Never been to a makeover workshop before and as a black
girl I didn’t think it will cater for me but I was totally inspired.” ~ Portia January
"I have wanted a consultation for three years, but as a single parent I never permitted myself to spend
money on myself. I finally decided to jump in at the deep end and had the most fantastic four hours of
my life. From the bottom of my heart, thank you for what you offer to ordinary woman like me, it was a
'fairy-tale' morning." ~ Martine Storey
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“Really excellent workshop. Amazed at how you can turn “simple” into
“smart” in a blink of an eye. Really a very valuable presentation. I have
never learnt so much about makeup, hair and fashion styles and clothing
in such a short space of time!!! Thank you so much!!!”
~ Constance Pienaar
“Excellent and very enjoyable! I have learnt so much about me! What
amazed me is that the workshop is about real women, who end up
looking with your advice like cover girls. Thanks so much.”
~ Etrecia Aiken
“A very realistic presentation. What a delight to know that all is beautiful.
You truly have shown that beauty comes from inside as well. Thank you
so much.” ~ Elmarie Walls
“The makeovers were stunning, unbelievable, inspiring! Chata – brilliant
presenter this SO important for self image. Thanks for using real people
as models. Keep going strong! Thanks for message that every woman is
beautiful.” ~ Pat Biggam
“Entertaining and engaging presentation. Your vulnerability gives the
audience permission to be real and inspires courage and confidence.”
~ Claire Johnston
“Hugely inspirational. We always need to be reminded how to make the
most of ourselves. Also to accept ones imperfection, how to minimize
them and how to accentuate one’s positive aspects irrespective of age!
Thanks so much!” ~ Sue Glover

“This was the most
worthwhile 2 hours I’ve
ever spent! Fantastic!”
~ Kelly Chalom
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“I attended your workshop about
15 – 20 years ago! And I am just as
impressed now as I was then.
Thank you.”
~ Nicole Sanderson
“It taught me to change my mindset, to focus on my assets, instead of
always concentrating on my bad points.
Thank you so much.” ~ Michelle Bianchi
“It was my first workshop and I really enjoyed it, I will take whatever tips
you gave me and turn my life around. What I like most is that your clothing range accommodates all sizes (12 – 16 of course). Thank you.”
~ Sylvia Mashimbye
“Excellent – you showed us how to look drop dead gorgeous each and
every day; without spending three hours in front or inside your wardrobe!” ~ Janine Schoeman
“Absolutely phenomenal!” ~ Therese Havenga
“WOW – excellent I cannot believe how much I have learnt
today!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” ~ Sylvia Stockhammer
“You worked your magic! I am going home more positive and energized,
definitely going to revamp my wardrobe to show a better me! More
comfortable and happy with myself.” ~ Delia Marchetti
“Down to earth and fun. Great value for money.” ~ Diane Els
“Makes me realize I don’t need to have major plastic surgery to feel and
look better each day. Advice and suggestions were most welcome; I look
forward to more workshops. Can’t wait to see myself look much better
after this“ ~ Julie Pillay
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“First class in all ways.
Exceptional knowledge and
delivery very professional.”
~ Tracey Rouessart

“Extremely informative and such valuable information – absolutely thrilled that I “finally” decided to buy
“that” ticket and wonderful to see Chata in person – whom I’ve only ever seen in magazines – wonderful and thanks!” ~ Nela Costa
“Your workshops are always amazing. I saw an article you wrote in the Edenvale community newspaper about 20 years ago and have been your tips ever since. Your tips just make perfect sense.”
~ Lindi Shulman
“Very, very helpful, all women should come to a Chata workshop. Worth every cent.”
~ Lou-Ann Perez Casanova
“I always wanted to attend one of your workshops. I purchased your 1st book and loved it. Finally I am
here, and it has been everything and more than I expected. Thank you!” ~ Sherry Venter
“I loved the practical manner in which you presented. The tips are easy and realistic, but with flair and
glamour for any age.” ~ Teixeira George
“I really enjoyed the presentation. It was informative and easily to use – I was captivated for the 2
hours.” ~ Nivedita Kesaru
“Amazing new ideas. I have hope now for my blobby bland look to become as good as I think it should
to match my internal view of myself.” ~ Beverley Modlin
“Inspiring. Educational. Insightful.” ~ Tiena Barnard
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“Chata’s presentation style is amazing by sharing (and showing) her
“worst” features, she certainly shows you how to make the best of what
you’ve got! Thank you Chata, you are amazing and inspirational.”
~ Kelly Leishman
“Excellent morning and well worth the money paid.” ~ Saras Naidoo
“Chata was well presented and organized! Funny, energetic and helpful!
I look forward to my new look.” ~ Eileen Denton
“Very valuable tips and info. We can feel your energy and enthusiasm.”
~ Judy Lewis
“Great tips! Didn’t want the time to pass! Can go home and practically
apply all the info received.” ~ Michelle Van Zyl
“I think this was brilliant, out of this world. Chata is superb. The tips the
fashion – just everything.” ~ Lulu Mcunukelwa
“Great! What a wonderful workshop. Thanks, Chata, for your excellent
presentation, your friendliness, your humour, and for showing us your
flaws. You are human (just like us).” ~ Cathy Upton
“Very important presentation. All women should be exposed to tips when
starting out. Thanks to Chata.” ~ Michelle Wilson
“This is my 4th workshop; always fresh, new and inspiring. I am still
enthralled and so motivated.” ~ Suzanne Goodwin
“I must congratulate you on a fantastic magazine. I have certainly waited
for this kind of magazine for a long time. The content of your magazine is
not only aimed at people with perfect bodies, this makes me relate. It is
wonderful to have new direction when it comes to dressing.
~ Bev Smith

“This was an eye
opener for me. I thought
I had ‘it’ quite covered,
but I have learnt so much
tonight. Thank you
Chata.”
~ Martie Botha
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